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Why another sequential specification tool?

• Deterministic Model encourages global state-based specification style
- Efficiency decreases rapidly with increasing numbers of states

- Many properties of the machine make sense only for a subset of ‘bits’

- Small changes in STG may lead to arbitrarily large changes in implementation

• Designers are forced into partitioning the behavior into a set of managable
DFSM’s

- No guarantee that chosen partition is globally efficient

- Very easy to create specification problems such as safety, deadlock, etc.

- Can be diffcult to obtain desired global behavior from local behaviors of submachines

- Applicable tools force bottom-up design methodology

- Engineering changes on global specification can be difficult to integrate in submachines

• Current Tools support only very small DFSM’s
- State assignment optimized only for minimal (log), 1-hot or 2-hot, encodings

- Tools limited by deterministic state complexity -- itself exponential in circuit size

- Little correlation between STG and circuit implementation

- Minimization of States/Latch # does not necessarily minimize design



Non-Deterministic Finite State Machines

• Use NDFA’s to describe DFA behavior in a more powerful representation

• Can use NDFA to succinctly describe external (sequential) behavior
constraints (ref. Brayton and Watanabe)
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• Multiple tokens (control points)

• Can describe non-deterministic behavior

• Any DFA graph is also an NDFA graph

• Any NDFA graph can be rewritten to become
a DFA, if it is deterministic

• Circuit model is effectively an NDFA-- local
states only depend on logic fan-in tree

• Any synchronous circuit can be modeled by
a comparably linear size NDFA



An Example NDFA

• If a transition does not exist, the token is lost (destroyed)

• If multiple transitions for an input, tokens are created

• ‘1’ outputs dominate ‘0’ outputs

---/---

1-1/000

11-/010

1--/000

0--/100

SA

SB

SC SD

1-1/001

Sample Input Sequence

input state(s) output

start A

110 A,C 010

101 A,B,C 000

000 A,D 100

101 A,B,C 000

111 A,B,C 011

111 A,B,C 011



Eqivalent DFA Behavior

KISS Table State Transition Graph
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110/001100/000
100/000

110/001

110/001
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101/000

0--/000
100/000

111/011
101/0100--/100

111/0010--/000

0--/000
100/000

111/011
101/010

110/001

101/000
111/001

0--/000

0--/100

101/010
111/011

101/000
111/001

100/000

110/001

.i 3

.o 3

.p 32

.s 6

.r S2
0-- S0 S2 100
100 S0 S0 000
101 S0 S1 000
110 S0 S0 001
111 S0 S1 001
01- S2 S2 000
111 S2 S3 001
110 S2 S4 001
001 S2 S2 000
101 S2 S5 000
-00 S2 S2 000
0-- S1 S2 100
100 S1 S0 000
101 S1 S1 010
110 S1 S0 001
111 S1 S1 011

0-- S3 S2 000
111 S3 S1 011
110 S3 S0 001
100 S3 S0 000
101 S3 S1 010
0-- S4 S2 000
111 S4 S1 001
110 S4 S0 001
101 S4 S1 000
100 S4 S0 000
01- S5 S2 000
111 S5 S3 011
110 S5 S4 001
001 S5 S2 000
101 S5 S3 010
-00 S5 S2 000



Machine Specification via Event Sequences

• An alternative specification method is to describe those sequences of input
stimula (events) which cause desired outputs (actions)

- a set of sequences defines DFA states implicitly

- a timing diagram describes an event sequence, usually between 2 or more machines:

- above, m1 outputs ALE and ADD and then looks at WAIT to see when DATA will be valid

- m2 looks at ALE, latches the address, outputs WAIT until it is ready with the data

M1: [ALE][ADD], WAIT?, WAIT?, WAIT?, ~WAIT, Latch DATA

M2: ALE?[Latch ADD], [WAIT], [WAIT], [WAIT], [~WAIT], [DATA]

ADD

DATA

WAIT

ALE

CLK



Machine Specification via Event Sequences II

• Typically, a timing diagram represents an infinite set of such sequences
- no bound on the number of wait’s above...

• a synchronous event sequence samples inputs and sets outputs on clock edges
- particular clocking scheme can be abstracted to “sampling” and “signaling” events

- sampling and signalling events must be well ordered

- logically dependent signals disambiguate timing via clock synchronization

• a set of such sequences can be ‘open’ or ‘closed’
- a set is closed if any input sequence matches at least one event sequece

- an implementation is necessarily closed, but not necessarily specified

• a set of sequences can be “forbidden”
- a specification may contain sequences that are required, some that are don’t care, and some that
must not occur

- typically, there is design freedom implicit in how the don’t care sequences are implemented



Regular Expressions describe sets of event sequences

- RE’s can representany finite automata, and many possible event sequences

• 3 Classical Regular Expression Operators
- concatenation: “A,B” means “input A followed by input B”

- closure: “A*” means “zero or more occurrences of A”

- union: “A || B” means “either input A or input B”

• A 4th “operator”: the action.
- Creates a “complete” language allowing arbitrary symbolic machine description

- However, the description is notguaranteed to be concise or complete

• Above pair of Regular Expressions describeall possible sequences implied
by the previous timing diagram

M1: (.[ALE][ADD], WAIT*, ~WAIT, .[Latch DATA])*

M2: (ALE[Latch ADD], ~Dready*[WAIT], Dready[DATA])*



Why Regular Expressions?

• Regular expressions directly map to NDFA’s
- NDFA has one state per identifier in the RE

• A Circuit can always be constructed directly from RE
- One memory element per NDFA state is always sufficient

• So-- A simple Regular Expression => a Simple Circuit

• A valid specification may be ‘open’ -- allowing great freedom to optimize the
closure or DFA

a,(b* || ~a)

Regular Expression

a λ

a

b
NDFA state diagram

λ a
b

a

Circuit



Extended Regular Expressions

• We can extend RE’s by adding several operators which keep the language
finite, but greatly improve the conciseness:

• Sequential AND: A&&B both A and B must accept at the same time

• Sequential NOT: !A -- accepts whenever A is not accepting

• Exception: A !E B -- B is enabled if A ‘fails’
- a failure occurs if the input sequence matches no part of Regular Expression A

- exceptions provide a succinct means of describing how to close a machine

- although the complement of a DFA is not a state machine, the complement of a RE defined as all
sequences which do not match the given set --is a DFA!

- consider a protocol decoder machine on a network: if a series of noise impulses arrives at the
input, the machine may not recognize specified protocol. Exceptions provide a controlled means
of transfering control in such cases.

- Exceptions allow specification by all sequencesnot matching the given subset

• Actions: A, B[start foo] -- provide a symbol to trigger on acceptance
- Actions provide a means to describe the required output on recognition



“Production Based Specification” (PBS)

• An extended regular expression language
- Additional operators do not violate “1 memory element per symbol” construction

- Further enhance the conciseness of machine specifications

• Hierarchical description
- Allows reuse of named ‘productions’

- Provides natural partitions which can be used for circuit optimization

- productions from concise DAG of sequential operators

• Boolean function terminals
- Use of BDD’s allows arbitrary Boolean functions to be atomic recognition points

- Boolean terminals form the leaves of the production DAG’s

- Sequential nodes from the branches

• Actions allowed on any production acceptance
- actions can symbollically describe output behavior or any controlled activity

- actions are implicitly ordered from most refined to least refined



PBS Implementation

• Currently, PBS supports 2 design styles:

1. Controller Generator w. symbolic outputs (BLIF, ATT or other logic form)
- Output is the controller only

- Machine outputs correspond to action activation signals

2. VHDL Code Generator to produce Synopsys® synthesizable VHDL
- General system specification since actions are arbitrary (1-cycle) behaviors

- Controller is PBS synthesized, VHDL combinatorial structure

- Compiler supports VHDL code drop-ins for declarations, initialization

- Compiler-Compiler format similar to YACC

• Internal support for action conflict analysis
- Since actions are tied to separate event sequences, determining what actions are simultaneously
possible is important

• Intent is to provide an alternative specification/implementation strategy
which is compatible with conventional design flows



Action Details

• Actions annotate productions to describe which contexts are externally
observable

• Multiple actions may fire at the same time- if the same action appears in
several places, acceptance of any context will fire the action

• Two actions, belonging to different levels of hierarchy of thesame tree carry
an implicit ordering-- lower levels execute first

#inputsa b
#productionstop p1 p2 p3 p4
::
top -> p1, p2*, p3; [a1]
p1 -> a+,~a; [a2]
p2 -> b [a3];
p3 -> (~b)[a2], p4;
p4 -> p1 && p2;

::

- Action a2 fires when either p1 or (~b) accepts

- Actionsa1, a2 and a3 fire simultaneously when p3
accepts-- a2, a3 logically execute before a1, even
though both are in same clock cycle

- although a2 and a3 can fire in the same
cycle, they are logically unordered



“Production Based Specification” (PBS)

• Code fragment represents a Regular Expression Tree that encodes all event
sequences of the NDFA

Corr esponding NDFAPBS Code Fragment

---/---

1-1/000

11-/010

1--/000

0--/100
SA

SB

SC SD

1-1/001

::

#inputz0 z1 z2

#productionp1 p2 p3 p4

::

p1 -> p2 ||p3; {action0}

p2 -> .*, (z0 & z1) {action1}, p4;

p3 -> .*, (z0 & z2), (z0 & z2) {action2}, p4;

p4 -> z0+,~z0;

::



The Production DAG

::

#inputz0 z1 z2

#productionp1 p2 p3 p4

::

p1 -> p2 ||p3; {action0}

p2 -> .*, (z0 & z1) {action1}, p4;

p3 -> .*, (z0 & z2), (z0 & z2) {action2}, p4;

p4 -> z0+,~z0;

:: +
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Simplification of the Regular Expression

• The PBS is parsed to form a Production DAG and then to a RE tree

• Several minimization rules reduce the number of terminals:
Eg:
(A,B) || (A,C) => A, (B || C)
(A,B) || (C,B) => (A || C), B
A || A => A
(A*)* => A*
A,A* => A*,A => A+

• Build “Unique Table” for production node sub-trees
- simplifies efficient recognition of equivalent sub-trees

- allows rule set application by ordered pattern matching hashed node list

- terminal reduction is directly reflected in latch elimination



Reduced Production Tree

• Reduce the number of terminal nodes
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Machine Construction

• Construction is linear time traversal of simplified RE tree

• Each RE node has a substitution template which is passed the current
context and which returns the resulting context

• The Start or Reset context is passed to the initial node of the traversal

Regular Expression

a
b

a

Cir cuit

,

a ,

* a

b

start
state

state

accept

acceptstart



Build Function

• Build is the recursive traversal construction algorithm

• Its time complexity is pseudo-linear, including the logic manipulations

Build  (node: *n, Boolean function: f(X)) {
if  (n is aterminal function tj(Z)) {

create new control point xi;
set h(X) = fi(X, Z) = yi = f(X)∧tj(Z);

} else if (n isconcatenation node) {
g(X) = Build(node->left, f(X));
h(X) = Build(node->right, g(X));

} else if (n issequential and node) {
g(X) = Build(n->left, f(X));
h(X) = Build(n->right, f(X));
h(X) = g(X)∧h(X);

} else if (...) {
... other cases ...

}
if (action ak attached to node) {

set ck(X) = h(X);
}
return h(X);

}



Node Templates

Mleftf(X) g(X)

g(X) h(X)

concatination

f(X) g(X)

h(X)

and / or

f(X)

g(X) & h(X)
g(X) | h(X)

f(X) xi = h(X)

tj(Z)  f(X)&t j(Z)

terminal function

xi

f(X)

h(X)

f(X)
f(X)

g(X,xt)xt

f(X) | g(X,xt)

Kleene Closure

Mright

Mleft

Mright

Mleft

h(X)

h(X)

xt <= f(X) | g(X,xt)

f(X) | g’(X)



Exception Construction

• Exception machines are constructed simultaneously with the traversal
construction of Build. Each template also contains an exception sub-machine
and a “working” context construction.

As the traversal progresses, both the valid and complement machines are built,
if an exception is needed, the complement machine context is used.

f(X) g(X)

h(X)

M

Mhandler
e(X,Z)

g(X) ∨ h(X)



Merging Equivalent States

• During Construction, identify and merge some equivalent NDFA states
- since only a subset of control points have actions, it is possible that many states are output
indistinguishable

- could maintain a list of current DFA states-- re-introducing state-space explosion

• However, we can often eliminate redundant states without global analysis!
- in the figure below, at context h(X), we can not tell if the context was activated by t0 acceptance,
t2 acceptance or both-- since there are no actions on these contexts, we don’t care which. A
redundant context h’(X) is created and other logic may become redundant and be removed.

t0(z) ,

||

t1(z) t2(z)

t0(Z)

t1(Z) t2(Z)

f(X,Z)

f(X,Z)

h(X)
P

PRPL

h(X,Z)

t0(Z)

t1(Z)

h(X)

t2(Z)

f(X,Z)

t0(Z)

t2(Z) h’(X)



Merging Equivalent States

• Create a redundant state bit:
- For any current context function, h(x1,x2,...), we create a new state bit, xi as follows:

δi(x1,x2,...) = h(δ1,δ2,...) where eachδj corresponds to state bit xi, by retiming each xi.

- This state bit is redundant, but may allow simplification of the acceptance function:

h’(X) = xi

- More importantly, all such contexts are added to the context hash table, where any later bit
construction can make use of them

• Context to be removed must not carry an action (observability point)

• Logic commonly eliminated at:
- Closure and ‘+’ nodes

- Sequential function nodes (and, or, not)

- Replicated sub-machines if context allows



Constructed Machine

Literals Depth Registers

PBS 13 3 3

NOVA 13(16) 3(4) 3

JEDI 22 9 3

one-hot 38 9 6

z0
z1

z0
z2

z0

z0

action1
action0

action2

accept



Encoding Results

design example

Current

STG
states

Clairvoyant min
STG
states

NOVA JEDI one hot

L D R L D R L D R L D R L D R
ex1 (Fig. 1) 13 5 3 8 22 5 8 6 23 11 3 22 9 3 38 9 6

mouse 10 3 2 4 18 5 4 3 10 3 2 10 3 2 10 3 3
xymouse 20 3 4 10 36 5 8 9 42 11 4 35 6 4 59 4 9
mouse2 24 4 6 8 36 5 10 7 36 14 3* 28 12 3* 41 8 7

xymouse2 48 4 12 50 72 5 20 49 557 67 6* 592 75 6* 618 18 49
count0 8 5 3 5 16 5 4 4 8* 4* 2* 11 6 2* 12 6 4
qr42 42 6 13 33 77 6 21 16 64 17 4* 82 24 4* 121 12 16

i8251ar 67 8 13 15 84 16 14 15 84 10 4* 84 10 4* 81 9 15
i2c 115 8 24 70 156 10 37 51 323 36 6* 273 46 6* 427 18 51

midi 223 16* 107 107 604 22 166 104 447 56 7* 420 72 7* 262 14* 104
match1 10 3 3 5 12 4 5 3 7* 4 2* 8* 3* 2* 9* 5 2*
match2 21 3 7 15 26 4 12 11 38 10 4* 43 12 4* 61 12 11
match4 43 4 16 111 56 4 28 79 333 58 7* 370 73 7* 468 18 79
match8 87 4 36 6151 116 6 63 unable
match16 175 5 80 ~107 236 6 138 unable
match32 351 5 176 ~1014 476 6 297 unable



Example: Interlocked Pipeline

• Idea: a pipeline in which each stage checks the next stage to see if its context
is not stalled

• Want description to only refer to next stage, if possible

• Want ability to interlock (stall some stage) on arbitrary event

• Requires new operator:marker

• A marker is a special action which provides a Boolean output that can be
tested to determine the current or previous state of other productions

- allows a production to test the acceptance of any set of simultaneously active productions

- provides concise non-local access to context of other productions

- can make description far simpler and more intuitive, but can be overused since:

• Markers allow arbitrary state transition description as well as regular
expression format specification and mixed modes.



Interlocked Pipeline Example

• Code format is local -- only the dependence on the next stage is identified
moore {} -- mealy machine format => actions available in same cycle as input
::
#inputn -- declare only input
#productionmachine trans it1 it2 it3 it4 it5
#marker i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 -- create observation points for context
#actions0 [s0 <= ‘1’;] -- VHDL actions
#actions1 [s1 <= ‘1’;]
#actions2 [s2 <= ‘1’;]
#actions3 [s3 <= ‘1’;]
#actions4 [s4 <= ‘1’;]
::
machine -> (.*, trans); -- Start transaction each clock
trans   -> (it5<i6> + !E)<s0>, (it4<i5> + !E)<s1>, (it3<i4> + !E)<s2>, (it2<i3> + !E)<s3>,
(it1<i2> + !E)<s4><i1>;
it1     -> i1(1); -- 1-delay, this causes <s4> acceptance only on alternate cycles
it2     -> i2(0); -- any kind of end throttling will work
it3     -> i3(0);
it4     -> i4(0);
it5     -> i5(0)|~n; -- start new transaction only when n is samples true
::



Detailed Interlock

• Each stage tries to detect a stall in the next stage, next cycle

• Since each context is activated on arrival of a control point, the construction
detects if the next stage is halted (i.e. contains an active control point) if so --
it stalls the current stage.

• Note that every Zero delay marker is part of a combinatorial fan-in network

• Can easily create inconsistent logic -- PBS conservatively warns the user

... (i4(0)<i5> + !E)<s1>, (i3(0)<i4> + !E)<s2> ...

i4(0) is true if the marker contextwill be true this cycle

one-or-more iterations

satisfied only if prefix fails



Interlocked Pipeline-- PBS Encoding/SIS Min Area

• Depth = 5*, States = 48 (24 unique)

• Literals = 24

D Q

D Q

D Q

D Q

D Q

D Q

D Q

D QD Q

s4s3s2s1s0

n



Interlock Pipeline Comparison

• PBS Machine has 48 states -- Minimal machine has 24 states

• PBS version has 23 literals, depth of 5 (mapped in two-input gates)

• NOVA (PLA optimal) machine has 5 latches, 110 literals, depth of 14

• JEDI machine also has 5 latches, 60 literals, depth of 7

• Retiming Jedi machine increases latches to 12, saves 15% cycle time cost of
90 literals. (Depth is still 7).

• Retimed PBS machine still has 9 latches, but 4 levels -- nearly 2x as fast as
best JEDI design, even given unrestricted literals

• PBS design mapped into Willamette technology (Yuji’s mapper):
required 3 levels of logic, 45 literals (10 gates, 11 inv) mapped.

• Retimed PBS machine also mapped into 3-levels, 51 literals (12 gates, 10 inv).



Case Study: P6 Bus Protocol

• Basic Idea-- determine if PBS can express the protocol design and if the
derived controllers are competitive.

• Construction as a series of refinements, starting with atomic submachines
such as the Arbiter, the request subsystem, the response subsystem (limited
response types), and various pipeline configurations.

• Effectively, PBS allows 2 modes of operation: 1. Blif mode (only build the
controller) and 2. VHDL code generator mode (build control and actions)

• Due to limited time for experiments, the decision was made to construct a
small number of agents, each allowing only a limited set of transactions.
Since Memory transactions are generic to the system, the transaction
machine supports cache-line read and write.

• Snoop protocol is central to the design (especially for multi-processing bus)
so is supported by the transaction subset.

• Pipeline latency is unbounded (stalls) so conventional locked pipe fails



P6 Case Study

• Given separately constructed sub-machines corresponding to Ag1, and Ag2
as arbitrating requestors and M1, a reply machine, we assemble a simulation
of the bus using a trivial machine for the ‘bus’ and some pseudo-random
excitation machines to run the system.

- bus machine implements wire-or’ing

- excitations (ex machines) can be pseudo-random or continuous

- each agent needs a large subset of the overall transaction finite state machine

Ag 1 Ag 2 M 1

Ex Ex M

Bus Machine



Arbitration

• P6 bus supports 4 arbitrating masters and 1 priority master

• Some specification ambiguity about sampling time for arbitration

• AG 0 is former owner, both AG2 and AG3 request the bus -- AG2 is granted
ownership

• Owner remains owner until release unless priority agent requests bus

• Arbitrated ownership is both fair and symmetric

AG 0

AG 1

AG 2

AG 3

Order



Arbitration Example

• Arb4 creates 4 simultaneous 1-bit submachines, each checks to see if it
survives till next clock cycle. A surviving machine activates its marker ‘agX’,
each machine can access the previous value of the survivor, e.g. ag2(1).

• Effectively, this is a multi-control-point generalization of a kiss table.
#inputr0 r1 r2 r3 rst
#productionmachine arbiter agent0 agent1 agent2 agent3
#markerag0 ag1 ag2 ag3
::
machine -> arbiter*;
arbiter -> agent0[st 0] ||agent1[st 1] ||agent2[st 2] ||agent3[st 3];
agent0 -> r0&ag3(1) | r0&~r3&ag2(1) | r0&~r3&~r2&ag1(1)

| ~r3&~r2&~r1&ag0(1) | rst; <ag0>
agent1 -> ~rst&(r1&ag0(1) | r1&~r0&ag3(1) | r1&~r0&~r3&ag2(1)

| ~r0&~r3&~r2&ag1(1)); <ag1>
agent2 -> ~rst&(r2&ag1(1) | r2&~r1&ag0(1) | r2&~r1&~r0&ag3(1)

| ~r1&~r0&~r3&ag2(1)); <ag2>
agent3 -> ~rst&(r3&ag2(1) | r3&~r2&ag1(1) | r3&~r2&~r1&ag0(1)

| ~r2&~r1&~r0&ag3(1)); <ag3>
::



Arbitration Machine Results

• Several arbiters were constructed, from 2 to 4 agents, with or without bus
parking, and with or without priority agent support.

• Arbiters required non-local access to state of other contexts-- required
marker extensions

• Several Arbiters were constructed: Differences are primarily in the
specification of next state interlocks.
Result format is: (rugged literals) mapped literals, latches, mapped depth (2-input mapping)

• Differences in number of states due to reset issues

TABLE 1. Arbitration Machines

Name parking? encoding agents states PBS results NOVA results
ab no one-hot 2 3 (16)26/3/6 (14)23/3/5

abt yes log 2 3 (8)11/2/4 (6)9/1/4

arb4 no one-hot 4 17 (52)80/5/6 (90)166/5/12

arb4a no log 4 6 (32)69/4/6 (41)94/3/7

arb4m yes one-hot 4 5 (49)92/4/7 (43)70/3/8


